JANUARY 2021

BOOK CLUB
TO-GO
This December, many of us were not able to connect with
family and friends over the holidays, and this may weigh
heavy on our spirits. For our first month of Book Club, we are
bringing a little levity and humour to our selections – we
could all use it!
Many of our books selections explore the difficult sides of life,
but find humour as a way through; others, simply explore the
absurdity of life, and the world, in an upside-down universe
filled with hilarity. We hope that you are able to laugh your
way through January and find the lighter side to life.

QUESTIONS TO ASK:
HOW DOES THE AUTHOR USE HUMOUR TO ENHANCE THEIR
MESSAGE? WAS THIS EFFECTIVE?
HOW DOES HUMOUR CONTRIBUTE TO THE STORY?
WOULD THIS BOOK HAVE HAD THE SAME IMPACT WITHOUT IT?
WHICH SITUATION MADE YOU LAUGH THE HARDEST?
WHAT ABOUT THAT SCENE TICKLED YOUR FUNNY BONE?
HOW DID LAUGHING MAKE YOU FEEL?
DO YOU THINK THIS WAS THE INTENT OF THE AUTHOR?
IF YOU DID NOT FIND HUMOUR IN THE STORYLINE, HOW DID
THE AUTHOR FAIL TO DELIVER?
WAS THE AUTHOR’S STYLE OF HUMOUR RELATABLE?
WHY OR WHY NOT?

WAYS TO CREATE
Books can stir our emotions and feelings in ways that we want
to express creatively. Use the following ideas to express your
thoughts about this book and what it stirred in you.

Write, paint, or draw the humour you felt
while reading this book.
How would you describe/illustrate this feeling
to/for another person?
Give your joy a colour, shape, &/or face. What
does it look like?
Describe/illustrate the surroundings. Where
does this feeling live?

WAYS TO SHARE
If this book brought you a moment of levity, think about ways
that you could share laughter. Here are a few ideas:

Find a funny meme or gif to post on your
social media or send to a friend
Share a joke with a friend or family member
Recommend this book to a friend that could
use a laugh

WAYS TO ENGAGE
Track your participation in our Book Club To-Go and leave
us a review of the book you read at: oml.beanstack.org
Tag us online using #OldsLibraryReads

